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Release Notes                  January 19, 2022 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration related 
issues. The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 1.19.2022.  
 
[Business Enhancement] Add Search and Date Filters to the VeriPro dashboard to improve the view and 
management of patients 
[Business Enhancement] Add Restock date and time stamp and a progress bar on the Satellite Restocks tab 
and Incomplete Restocks tab for Warehouse users 
[Business Enhancement] Update the Billing Doc PDF to list all products on the demographics page even if it 
creates a second page 
[Business Enhancement] Update the Clinic filter on PA and BS tabs to show entire Clinic name 
[Business Enhancement] Update Inventory Location names on the Inventory Location show page to scale so 
Users can see the full name 
[Business Enhancement] Allow Admin Users in Direct accounts to Deactivate Users who no longer need to 
login 
[Business Enhancement] EPR should not show on VeriPro dashboard if Record Payment button isn’t enabled 
[Operational Enhancement] Add time zone details to User time stamps on the PA page 
[Operational Enhancement] Add a new Action called Resend Welcome Email to dropdown on the User page 
in account so it’s easier to resend Welcome Email to many Users 
[Operational Enhancement] Upgrade all Inventory Usage pages to Bootstrap4 
[Operational Enhancement] Upgrade Account Settings page to Bootstrap4 
[Operational Enhancement] Improve the speed of the main dashboard by not loading the Restock Status tab 
data until Users click the tab 
[Operational Enhancement] Add Dispensing Location address to DocuSign PDFs 
[Operational Enhancement] Improve the search speed on the Restock list page 
[Operational Enhancement] Add a new filter called Inactive Users to User page in SM 
[Reports] Update the VeriPro report to include additional information to assist in data analysis 
[Bug Fix] When Competitive Bid Primary Zip is enabled and patient has a zip code longer than 5 digits, the PA 
Status report isn’t showing the patient’s Competitive Bidding status 
[Bug Fix] On iPad (Chrome) in portrait mode, the product description is overlapping the box 
[Bug Fix] In Warehouse Inventory Locations, the Search box isn’t working on Satellite Restocks tab 
[Bug Fix] Key Contact flag cannot be added or removed from Users in SM 
[Bug Fix] Dynamic metadata fails for some URLs 
[Chore] Remove Account.current_id references from PatientAgreement modal 
[Chore] Replace resque-scheduler-web with resque-web to be up to date 
[Chore] Throttle Heap sessions down to 1/10 


